Framura 2
by Cantieri Navali Codecasa with Andre Bacigalupo, Anna Maria &
Franco Della Role, Margherita Gozzi
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t the beginning of summer last year, Cantieri Navali Codecasa
launched Framura 2, and later delivered it to its Owner. This vessel
is the largest sports motor yacht produced to date by the famous
Italian shipyard. Framura 2 is the first build of the Codecasa 45s,
and therefore currently the flagship of Cantieri Navali Codecasa’s
prestigious sports fleet, officially titled Open Codecasa Sport but known as
“the Maria Carla series”. This series, which began with the first Codecasa 35s Maria
Carla, and to which the illustrious Codecasa 41s model also belongs, will soon be
expanded to include a new Codecasa 50s, the first build of which is already under
construction.
However, the great success achieved with the other, smaller models – fully confirmed
by the numerous builds delivered – has been given yet another level of exclusiveness
by the sports fleet’s new flagship. This absolute exclusiveness is perfectly reflected
in Framura 2, from both a technical and an aesthetic point of view.
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Framura 2

In the salon the
seating is upholstered
in ivory-coloured
leather while the
dining table has a
base in wenge and a
plexiglass top: the
decorative cushions
are in bright colours
like the paintings on
the wall behind.
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From a technical perspective, Framura 2, bearing Yard Construction Number F 72,
is based on naval architecture developed by the well-known designer Andre
Bacigalupo and was built in light aluminium alloy 5083 / H111 and 5083 / H321
for both the hull and the superstructure.
Framura 2 was built to comply with ABS classification standards. In terms of size,
Framura 2 has a total length of 45.50 metres, equivalent to 149 feet 3 inches, and
a total beam of 8.50 metres, equivalent to 27 feet 11 inches. Under a light load, the
yacht’s displacement is 175 tonnes, or 386,314 pounds, while under a full load this
figure is 195 tonnes, or 430,463 pounds.
Framura 2’s engine room contains three V16 2000 M93 engines by the German
company MTU, each with maximum power of 2,400 HP, equivalent to 1,790 kW,
supplied at 2,400 rpm. Coupled to ZF 3070 reduction gearboxes, the two lateral

engines are connected to two Rolls Royce KaMeWa steerable 71 S3 hydrojet units,
while the central engine only is connected to a Rolls Royce KaMeWa 63 B3 booster
hydrojet unit.
In terms of performance, Framura 2 has a top speed of 30 knots under a light load;
at this speed, it has a range of 450 nautical miles, with fuel tanks that have a
capacity of 33,000 litres, equivalent to 8,730 US gallons.
Framura 2’s engine room also contains two generators based on 100EFOZD
generator motors by the German company Kohler, each producing 99 ekW / 124 kVA
at 1,500 rpm. The use of advanced technologies on Framura 2 is hard to miss, such
as the active gyroscopic stabilisation system by the Australian company Ship
Dynamics, which has been installed here for the first time ever on a motor yacht
by Cantieri Navali Codecasa.
➢
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Contemporary interiors, with a luxurious yet simple
appearance that does not overdo decorative
embellishments, which have been deliberately kept
on a level of clean, composed simplicity.
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This latest-generation system makes it possible not to have any kind of obstruction
or projection into the water, as it is completely contained within the hull, thus
avoiding any of the hydrodynamic turbulence typical of traditional stabilisation
systems with exterior fins. This notably increases both the stability and the trim of
the hull in motion, as well as raising levels of comfort at anchor. However, Framura
2 is not just a highly concentrated example of technical excellence, but naturally also
a shining example of aesthetic perfection.
From an aesthetic perspective, Framura 2, like the other two models in the Open
Codecasa S sports fleet that began in 2003 with M/Y Maria Carla, is characterised by
its meticulous exterior design by Andre Bacigalupo.
This is especially notable for its sharply soaring lines that sculpt attractive,
modern,dynamic shapes, emphasised by the two-tone colour scheme that elegantly
alternates silver and blue to accentuate the sensation of speed and power – both of
which are strongly apparent in the exterior appearance and look of Codecasa’s new
motor yacht.
From a functional point of view, in spite of her decidedly sporty look and stunningly
attractive appearance, Framura 2’s muscular, sleek form nonetheless contains huge
habitable spaces inside, and outside there are extensive, readily useable areas – all
surprisingly generous in size for a sports motor yacht of this kind, and consequently
similar to the spaces more typical of traditional motor yachts in this length class.
Framura 2’s layout accommodates up to 10/12 passengers in four guest staterooms
and one master stateroom for the Owners’ use.
The motor yacht also houses up to 7/8 crew in three crew cabins and one captain’s
cabin. The overall layout of the Codecasa 45 Framura 2 has the same general outline
as the other motor yachts in the Open Codecasa S sports fleet previously delivered by
the shipyard, but obviously, as it is larger than the previous motor yachts, Framura 2
can offer more areas and more space, both for the Owner, guests, and crew. This is
also thanks to the layout solution chosen for the lower deck, which is decidedly
different from the solution used on the previous motor yachts, with the crew quarters
moved from a far forward position to an aft position.
The fly bridge deck of Framura 2 has three sections: the exterior helm position with
pilot chairs and guest chairs is located forward, while in the centre, there is a
panoramic sunbathing area with sun beds, and to aft there is an open air dining area
with a huge table and chairs, a wet bar and a fully equipped grill with barbecue.
The aft outdoor area of Framura 2’s main deck has two sections: an open air lounge
area with small tables and chairs, which is completely uncovered but can be shaded
at need with a sliding awning, and a completely covered area featuring relaxing
chairs, a wet bar and a games table.
Inside, the entrance lobby of the salon is flanked by two service areas containing the
pantry, food lift, crew stairs and day toilet.
The salon includes a living area, with a sofa and armchairs arranged around small
tables, a relaxation corner with armchairs and a small smoking table, plus a games
corner with a table and chairs.
It also features a dining area with a large table and chairs, and a dividing panel with
a fixed central part and two lateral sliding doors that separate it from the interior
helm position, along with access to the staircase leading to the private accommodations
of the Owner and guests.
➢
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The predominant contrast is between dark and light shades,
with dark wenge wood for the floor and light ivory leather
for the partition walls and ceilings, also combined with
the light maple used to line the partition walls.

Framura 2

The forward exterior area has two sections: an open air lounge and dining area with
a large table and chairs, which is completely uncovered but can be shaded at need
using a folding awning, and a sunbathing area with two vast sections covered with
sun pads. Outside on Framura 2’s lower deck, an extensive bathing platform far aft
provides access to the tender garage through a hatch. Inside, the engine room is
located next to the crew quarters, which includes the galley, crew pantry and crew
dinette, as well as the crew cabins and the captain’s cabin. The Owners’ full-beam
private area is in the centre of the vessel, including a full-beam master stateroom, a
cabin equipped as a gym, two wardrobe cabins and an en-suite bathroom.
The four guest staterooms are located forward, all with en-suite bathrooms; two of
the staterooms have double beds and two have twin beds, as well as a third pull-out
bed. The interior design of Codecasa’s Framura 2, created by Anna Maria & Franco
Della Role with the participation of Margherita Gozzi, features exclusive fittings with
a traditional, classic style, skilfully revisitedin a decidedly modern key.
As a result, Framura 2’s beautiful interiors have a contemporary look and a luxurious
yet simple appearance, without overdoing decorative embellishments, which have
been deliberately kept on a level of clean, composed simplicity.
➢
 The master cabin

 The crew cabin

The bed heads are upholstered in light ivory leather,
combined with touches of dark wenge wood
in the partition walls and the frames of the beds, which
feature fabrics in imaginative designs and startling colours.
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In both the well-lit salon and the private areas, a contrast between dark and light
shades predominates: the contrast effect is obtained in the salon with dark wenge
wood for the floor and light ivory leather for the partition walls and ceilings, while
in the private areas the contrast is achieved again using dark wenge wood for the
floor and light ivory leather for the ceilings, but this time also with light maple
wood for the partition walls. In the salon, the sofa and armchairs are covered in
light ivory leather, and the dining table has a base in wenge wood and a plexiglass
top, while some elements of the furnishings have lively colours recalling those of the
decorative paintings on display on the wall behind.
The two service areas flanking the salon entrance lobby have been clad internally
in bronze lacquered wood and the shelves are clad in dark emperador marble.
In the private areas, the bed heads are upholstered in light ivory leather, combined
with touches of dark wenge wood in the partition walls and the frames of the beds,
which feature linen in imaginative designs and startling colours.
Jacob Herzog
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 The guest bathroom

 The guest cabin

The profile is distinguished by sharply soaring lines that
sculpt attractive, modern, dynamic shapes, emphasised by
the two-tone colour scheme that elegantly alternates silver
and black to underline the sensation of speed and power.
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Profile

Sun deck

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hull & Superstructure
LOA
LWL
Max beam
Max draft
Classification
Main deck

Full displacement
Light displacement
Main engines
Propulsion

Lower deck

Light displacement max speed
Light displacement cruise speed
Range
Fuel oil capacity
Fresh water capacity
Guests’ cabins

Crew cabins
Naval Architecture
Interior Design
Builder
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Aluminium 5083 H 321
45.00 m / 147’63’’ ft
37.60 m / 123’35’’ ft
8.50 m / 27’88’’ ft
1.50 m / 4’92’’ ft
ABS ✠ A1 COMMERCIAL YACHTING
SERVICE AMS – SHORT RANGE YACHT
MALTA ADMINISTRATION CODE
190 Tons
175 Tons
3 MTU 16V 2000 M93 Hp 2400 each @ 2400 RPM
2 KA.ME.WA. Water Jets mod. 71 S III
1 Booster KA.ME.WA. mod. 56B III
32 Knots
28 Knots
450 Nautical miles @ cruising speed
30.000 litres / 7,925.161 US gallons
4.000 litres / 1,056.688 US gallons
Owner’s Cabin
2 Double Bed Vip cabins
2 Twin bed cabins
1 Captain’s cabin
3 Twin bed cabins
Andre Bacigalupo
Anna Maria & Franco Della Role, Margherita Gozzi
Cantieri Navali UGO CODECASA S.P.A.
www.codecasayachts.com
info@codecasayachts.com
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